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FIRST EXPERIENCES WITH T:iZROTATING LABORATORY. *

By L. Prandtl.

In the address at the dedication of the l’Kaiser Wilhelm

Institut ftirStromungslehre” (Emperor 1,’/j-lli~~- Inst itu‘c5fOT ~lOW

Research) published in l’l~aturwissensc’hat-ten,1’No. 16 of t’nic

year (1926), a rotating room was included in the enumeration of

the apparatus to be providecl. This was completed a few months

ago and was first used for observations on the behavior of a

man in an inclosed rotating spate. To our dismay, there were

manif estations which se~med to put in doubt the availability of

the rotating room for ‘;hepurpose of experiments on

water am?.otb-ermechanically inte~esti-rigphenomena.

it was not only so difficult to maintain our bodily

the flow of

In short,

equilibrium,

that all changes of position were extranely fatiguing, but wc

were genuinely seasick, so serious was the result of the disa-

greement of the visual space with the inertia space, as exgen-

ienced by the organ of equilibrium. It is very remarkable that

we did not notice any of these phenomena in the preliminary ex-

periments, before the walls of the rotating room were closed.

Then we saw the non-rotating environment as from an ordinary

carodsel, aild the impressions of the equilibrium organ were in

* “Zrsie Yrfahrungen mit de:~rotierenden Laboratorium, ” from
“ May 7, 1926,“Naturwisse-nschaften, (Vol. XIV) , pp. .425-42!#.
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harmony i-~ithwhat ‘we saw.* Aside from the usual dizziness or

.-r.ertigo causcd by long-Ccmtinuetl Totfation, t“nerewere no fur-

ther disturbances. ~for~~vcr, the systema,tic continuation of the

experiments a-ridthe analysis of the sensa-tior~sprcduceciby the

various kinds of mot ion soon indicated the proba.bility of a

“ tiiygieneof the rotating roor:.l’ It consists chiefly in the

fact that all turning and inclining of the head must b e avoided

or made very sl-owly. SUhsCqUeilt1y, in fact, by conforming to

this rule, we were able to stand three times as great a rotation

speed as that ~Jhichfo~iflerlymade us sick. This speed was 40

R.?.!.!.and the diameter of the rotating room was about 3 m (10

ft.). We vere held a@inst the ?.’allby a centrifugal force 2.4

times that of gravity and found it difficult men to cxt~ildan

am. By holdiilg our heads still, we experienced no further dis-

comforts, llowever.

The sensations produced by moving tilehead may bc described

Somcwhtl-tas f011.Ows, it bcin.g assumed that the room rotates in

the direction of the hands of a watch lying oilthe floor. Tip–

ping the head to the left then gives the impression that the

floor in that direction slopes downward, while tipping the head

to the right gives the impression that the floor slopes upward-.

*Dr. Betz informs me that a trip in a submarine
strong rolling ~LotiorLs of the boat made ‘nimsick when he was iil-
side, ‘~u-Gi~t “nesoon felt “~etter ~~;’nen‘neVfentOn deck and saw
the horizon. The disagreement between the visual space and the
ine~tia s-pace,although not the only cause, seems therefore to
bc onc of -thechief causes of seasickness. This is confirmed by
reports of seasickness on airplane s.”

I —
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nodded forward.

The sensitivcriess fcr variations in the rotation speed of

the room is also very pronounced. 3rlhen.the speed is iilcreas~~-,

one ‘lmsthe impression that the rcom is ratr.ting,althoug”n he

can scc ilothing to judge the inotiun‘oT7. Subsequer.tl’ythis im-

pression vanishes and he has the feeling t;latthe room is at

rest, so long as he does not try to move. When the speed is de-

creased by braking, he ‘hasthe impression that the room is ro–

tating in the cor.trary direction to w-hat it was before. If he

1eaves the room after stopping it quickly, he feels the same

dizziness that he would after lor.g-continued rotation on his

feet.

The sensations all have a comunon source. It is well Im.own

that ~;lhenwe turn the head, with or without turning the whole

body, all the surrounding objects still

is clueto tlzeaction of the equiiibriurz

nals of the in-nerear). H“nile rotating

turns to tke left with.the same angular

appear at rest. This

organ (semicircular cas

to tiieright, the eye

speed (and conversely) .
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In longer turns, after a certain angular distance, the eye jumps

back to the right and then continues turning to the left. Thus

the eye fixes itself in turn on certain stationary points an~~

thus produces the impression that the environment is at rest.

This motion of the eyes takes place in the dark and.even when

the eyes are shut . In the rotating roam, w’henit is starti-rigto

rotate in the direct ion of the hands of a watch, the eycsj in–

fluqnced by the equilibrium organ, glide along the wall toward

the left an~L thus produce the impression “that the wall is moving

toward the right. At every backward jump of the eyes, however,

they scc the same portion of the wall in the same direction, so

that the impress ion of turning becomes confused with that of

rest, just as in ordinay.’vertigo, The ocular movernents gradu-

ally cease and there rerlainsan impression of ‘rest. Wilen the

brake is applied, the change in the rotation speed gives the

cquilibriuin

tion) which

of rotating

organ a new impulse (though in the opposit e direc-

again causes a motion of the eyes and the iw.prcssion

backward.

The effect of tipping the ‘neadcan be explained on the same

principtc and, in fact, the peculiar phenomena described shove

arc of the same kind as the backward rotat ion in braking. The

organ of equilibrium, which does not react to the rotation

speed, but only to its temporary c’hanges, gradually ‘1forgets’f

the existence of rotation, w’nen’long continued, and therefore

senses variations in the rotation as independent rotations. It
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is well ‘k-nownthat we can compose rotation speeds t’nesame as

forces, by representing the rGtation speeds by lines parallel t,o

the axis of rotation. Cn inclining the head to the left, (for

example), the “forgotten” rotation A (see the figure) reacts

so that it seems stationary with relation to the or=mn of equi-

librium and hence to the head, although the actual rotation has

the position B. The rotational difference C between 3 and A

is actually yerceived while tilting the head and, of course, the

tilting illotionalso. Only the normal sensations are, however,

awake-ned‘oythe reaction of the equilibrium organ to the motion

of the head. On the.contrary, -the rotation C, which contiimes

after the inclined head becomes stationary, is very disiurbi-ng

and contiiluesuntil it is again “forgotten” mong the impres-

sions coming

the rotation

The rotation

through the eyes and which do not correspond to

c. In detail, the following is what happens.

c, which leads do~ward in front, causes an up–

ward motion of the eyes and kiencethe impression of the si-nking

of the floor. Similar reasoning, in the forward nodding of the

head, etc., applies to the other phenor,ena described.

If, in nodding the head forward, one looks horizontally

ahead, he notices very little, outside of a disagreeable disturb-

ance of the sensation of equilibrium, while the reaction is very

strong if ‘helooks downward. An ana.ly~.i:..o,fthe motion of the-,\~~ !.,—
,’::,~ ~, :, ,’”-”’’;”’”=~:,;:;;)’\:,;

eyes renders this quite :c.o&,neh&lib,Tc:The eyes cannot follow
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so as to produce the impression that the wheel is stationary.

There is therefore no compensative i~otion of the eyes for a turn–
.

ing of the head around the line of vision and consequently, no

illusion results in nodding forward in the rotating room, where-

by the rotation axis C is directed fomard. It is very proba-

bly there, however, when the line of vision makes an anSle vith

the axis C.*

In conclusion it m~lybe remarked that the variat ion of the

resultant line of gravity (from gravity and centrifuml force)

was not felt so strongly as might be expected. When standing

eccentrically, one noticed plainly an inclination of t-hewhole

room in the anticipated direction, though much 1.ess than the in-

clination of the resultant force, evidently due to the contrary

effect of the visual impressions. The impressions produced by

the physical effects on the members of the body, especially the

ones

what

what

pie,

caused by the deflecting farce (Coriolis force), are exactly

t’helaws of physics would lead us to expect, although some-.

surprising when observed in one~s own body, as, for exam-

that we can rotate toward tuneleft more easily than usual,

but onlj~with great difficulty toward the right (when the room

*Subsecluently, a very interesting experiment has been trieclo-n
two persons who, as the result of sickness, have only one semi-
circular canal capable of functioning, in which it was establisheti
that such persons experienced in the rotating room neither the
abovedcscribcd disturbing sensations nor any other discomforts.
It follows, therefore, that there is probably a reciprocal action
of the two semicircular canals involved in the production of the
phenomena described. (Tiedo+not wish, however, to assume that
the remaining equilibrium organ of the two persons is no longer
of fuil ‘<aluc, as we were not able to investigate it more thor-
oughly.)
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1’ is rotatir.g in the clockwise direction) .

7

;.
*Z. ,..

It i’s”very r~uch to be hoped tlm.tthe xotating laboratory,

after ~~e@,ve learned how ijo deport ou~s~lves in it , ?,7ill serve

its real purpose of investigating the laws of flow and will

yield us a rich harvest of results. The h e.ginningshave alr-

eady been made. I hope to be able to give you later a further

report in this cofiection.

A

‘\
i

Supplementary Remarks

On the occasion of delivering a lecture on this subject

before ‘lDerl~ieders~chsische Gauverband der Deutschen Physikal-

ischen Gese?.lschaft,,’1my attention was called to the fact t’hat

s- -. ,,.
obs-ervatloi~son the b&hav ioT of a person in the rotating room

were described by Ernst Mach some fifty years ago. In fact, I

found in his l!Grundlinien der Lehre von den Bewegungsempfindun-

gen, ‘tLeipzig, 18?5, pp. 23-31, nearly all the observations I

I —
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have just reported. Ilach employed a chair, mounted in a verti–

.cal fr~i~e,so it could be tilted or rotated, which he inclosed

in a paper box in order to eliininate the effect.of external ob-

jccts on the visual impression. ]Jach~~l~ntions that similar ex-

periments lmd already been described by Purkinj e in 1825 (llPhys-

iologische Eleobaohtungen fiberden Schw,indel,‘t10th &lletin der

Naturwissenschaftlichen Sektion der Schlcsischen Gesellschaft, 11

P“ 35, Ereslau, 1825; also 12th Bullet i-n,1826, p. 1).

Translation by Dwight 11.Miner,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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